YOUR HOME, SMART

Create customized scenarios
Manage your comfort via app
Voice command: Just ask YESLY!
Control curtains and shutters
YESLY, TIME FOR COMFORT LIVING
YOUR HOME, YOUR COMFORT
INTRODUCING YESLY

YESLY, time for comfort living
FINDER YESLY is a system that allows you to control lights, electric shutters and much more in your home from your smartphone, via wireless buttons or voice command.

YESLY IS:

SIMPLE
No intrusive work required. Integrates perfectly with most common home systems

MADE IN ITALY
All-Italian production, since 1954

CONNECTED
Can be controlled from your smartphone or via voice command

SECURE
128bit encrypted transmission and Finder warranty
MAKE YOUR HOME SMART IN JUST A FEW QUICK AND EASY STEPS

1. A LIVING ROOM LED LIGHT IS CONTROLLED VIA SMARTPHONE
2. ADD A WIRELESS BUTTON TO THE CEILING LIGHT IN THE KITCHEN
3. CONTROL ALL ELECTRIC SHUTTERS VIA YOUR SMARTPHONE, USING A CENTRALIZED BUTTON
4. CONTROL YOUR SYSTEM WHEREVER YOU ARE OR VIA VOICE COMMAND WITH GOOGLE ASSISTANT AND AMAZON ALEXA*

* WITH THE FINDER GATEWAY
With YESLY you can transform your home, make it smart and adapt it to your needs.

Start by having your electrician install a Bluetooth multi-function relay or Bluetooth dimmer to control your living room ceiling light, kitchen spotlights or bedroom floor lamp.

In just a few minutes, you'll be able to control your chosen devices via your smartphone. Using the Finder YESLY app, you can switch the lights on and off, adjust their intensity and set a customized scenario.

You can control everything using the BEYON wireless button, a stylish device that can be placed anywhere in your home.

Install the YESLY system products in one or more rooms, according to your needs, to make your home smart - a little at a time.

And for people who always like to be connected, devices can even be controlled remotely via the app, or using voice command via Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.
YOUR SECURITY? OUR PRIORITY

YESLY system devices communicate via Bluetooth, the most widely used standard for wireless communications.

You decide whether or not to activate the remote connection via the Cloud, thanks to the YESLY Gateway.

What about your data?
Thanks to its advanced IT infrastructure, Finder is committed to keeping your data secure. Guaranteed!
The Finder YESLY system’s multi-function relay is the device that allows you to turn the lights on/off, activate the shutters and electric blinds, and much more.

Thanks to its unprecedented application flexibility, it can perform up to 21 functions.

Available for integrating within a 502 or 503 switch box - code 13.72, in either white or anthracite grey. Or, as a version for mounting within a round recessed wall box - code 13.22.

**MULTIFUNCTION BLUETOOTH RELAY**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Programmable via app for iOS and Android smartphones
- Compatible with the most common home systems
- Up to 21 functions available
- Immediate control via Bluetooth

**Type 13.72**
INTEGRATABLE

**Type 13.22**
RECESSED

Create scenarios  
Control up to 2 lights  
Control 1 roller shutter
BLUETOOTH DIMMER

The Finder YESLY system’s universal Bluetooth dimmer allows you to control the intensity of multiple light sources, enhancing your comfort level while reducing wasted electricity.

Perfect for LED lamps and Dimmable CFLs, halogen lamps, electronic power supplies and much more.

Available for integrating within a 502 or 503 switch box - code 15.71, in either white or anthracite.

Or, as a version for mounting within a round recessed wall box - code 15.21.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Programmable via app for iOS and Android smartphones
- Automatic compatibility with all dimmable lights
- 7 available functions
- Overheating and short-circuit protection
The Type 13.S2 Actuator is a device specifically designed for controlling electric shutters and curtains.

In just a few minutes, without any masonry work being required, centralize your control of shutters to activate them via smartphone or voice command (using the gateway).

The type 13.S2 actuator is for recess mounting and is invisible once installed.

**SHUTTER ACTUATOR**

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- Manage from your smartphone immediately
- Centralized opening and closing via smartphone or BEYON button

**Type 13.S2 RECESSED**

Box mounting  Create scenarios  Control 1 roller shutter
The range extender is a device that can extend the range of YESLY devices by around 10 meters in an open field, the ideal solution for large homes.

Available in a plug and play version with USB connector, or in a hidden recessed version.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- Transmission range about 10 meters in an open field.
- The range can change depending on the building’s structure.
The Type 1Y.P2 Input interface can transform any button or switch into a wireless control on the YESLY system. Invisible and integratable into any installed home system.

Perfect for centralizing or controlling individual electric shutters.

**ADDITIONAL INFORMATION**

- Can be integrated on all home systems
- Transforms both push-buttons and switches into wireless controls
- Programmable from a smartphone via app (Android or iOS)
The YESLY Gateway allows you to manage the opening and closing of electric shutters and curtains, switch lights on and off remotely with the Finder YESLY APP or via voice command using Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. The Gateway is a small, elegantly designed, easy-to-install device. In addition, thanks to Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa, you can integrate YESLY into routines, along with other services offered by voice command assistants.
WITH BEYON, YOU CAN ADD A BUTTON WHEREVER YOU NEED ONE!

Beyon is a wireless button that doesn’t need a battery or recharging - ever. Use it to turn the lights on and off, control your electric shutters or call up your customized SCENARIOS, as an alternative to the Finder YESLY app. Available in single or dual configuration and in multiple colours, adapts to any environment and can be adhered to multiple types of surface, if required.

*Transmission range of about 10 meters in an open field. The actual range may vary depending on the building’s structure.
Bluetooth wireless buttons are an ideal solution for maintaining a minimal and discreet look in your home, without sacrificing on YESLY system technology. Available with 2 or 4 channels, no battery or recharging needed; can be assembled on 60mm junction boxes or surface mounted, thanks to a special adhesive pad.

*Transmission range of about 10 meters in an open field. The actual range may vary depending on the building’s structure.
Finder YESLY and Finder Toolbox Plus are the YESLY system’s two smartphone applications.

With **Finder YESLY** each member of the family can control the lights and electric shutters from their smartphone, calling up customized SCENARIOS. Ideal for creating the most suitable ambiance at any time of day, and easily managing your smart home, even remotely. With **Finder Toolbox Plus**, any professional installer can quickly configure your system and customize it to your needs in a few simple steps.
CONTROL LIGHTS, SHUTTERS AND MUCH MORE.

With your smartphone / using the Wireless buttons / via voice command

Experience the YESLY system on the website YESLY.LIFE

TIME FOR COMFORT LIVING